1. Untitled, from Emulsion (2012)
2. Untitled, from Mordengage (2013-4)
4. Untitled, from Mordengage (2013-4)
5. Untitled, from Mordengage (2013-4)
7. Mordengage (2013-4), installed at the White Box, May 2014
10. MBAP #13, from Machine Based Artistic Production (MBAP) (2014-5)
15. MBAP #20, from Machine Based Artistic Production (MBAP) (2014-5)
16. MBAP #25, from Machine Based Artistic Production (MBAP) (2014-5)
20. MBAP #31 & #32, from Machine Based Artistic Production (MBAP) (2014-5) Installed in Disjecta Contemporary Arts